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What is the resource curse?



Is the resource curse really there?

� It is robust to specification (not driven by outliers or the 
choice of time period). In fact it is among the most robust 
explanatory variables in growth regressions (Doppelhofer, 
Miller and Sala-i-Martin, AER 2004)

However,…

� It is certainly not universally true
� Norway, Australia, Canada, Botswana, Cyprus, Malaysia, 

Chile…
� (vs. Ecuador, Venezuela, Angola, Nigeria, Sierra Leone, Papua 

New Guinea…)

� “The interesting question is why some resource rich 
economies [...] are successful while others [...] perform 
badly despite their immense natural wealth.” van der Ploeg
(2007)



Previous research

� Types of resources seem to matter 
� Point source vs diffuse (Auty (1997), Woolcock, Pritchett and 
Isham (2001), and Isham, Woolcock, Pritchett and Busby 
(2005), Bulte (2005), etc.)

� Resources negative through their effect on corruption or 
on institutional quality

� Leite and Weidmann (1999), Sala-i-Martin and Subramanian 
(2003) 

� or on democratic development 
� Effects of oil on democracy (Ross, 1999, Tsui, 2005). Point 
source vs diffuse over the very long-run (Engermann and 
Sokoloff, 2000)

Problems remain since these predict similar results for similar 
resources (Norway- Venezuela, both oil, Botswana –
Sierra Leone, both diamonds, etc)



More previous research

� Recent papers by Mehlum, Moene and Torvik
(2006), and Boschini, Pettersson and Roine (2007) 
suggest that the interaction between resources and 
institutional quality matter. Resources are only 
problematic if institutional quality too poor.

� Boschini, Pettersson and Roine (2007) also find that 
some resource types matter for this interaction 
effect.

However…



Some remaining problems

� Measures of institutional quality are (arguably) not 
really institutions (in the “rules of the game” sense) 
but equilibrium outcomes (Glaeser et al (2004), 
Persson (2005)).

� Possible problems of institutions being determined 
by natural resources 

� Overall, precise mechanisms remain “obscure”…



This research

� We study the interaction effects between “deeper” political 
arrangements and resources, distinguishing both between 
democratic and non-democratic states as well as between 
different forms of democracy (abiding the constitution 
more likely in democracy…)

� We address to what extent these may have been 
determined by natural resources.

� We also distinguish between different types of resources 
(which again proves to be important).

� Andersen and Aslaksen (2007) also consider constitutions but 
not resource type, endogeneity, or channels.



Basic econometric specification
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X is a vector with control variables such as:
- initial level of GDP per capita
- period-average of “openness”
- period-average of investments
- dummy variables for Latin America and SSA

NR is a vector of natural resources (typically agri, food, fuel, and ores_met)

Inst is the institutional measure (dem or aut; pres or parl, and maj or prop) 

NR x Inst is the interaction between these

Data covers up to 141 countries over the period 1975-2005.



Differences in Democratic and 
Autocratic states



Differences in Democratic and 
Autocratic states



But what about the influence of 
resources on democracy?
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• No changes over time in agrifood countries
• No change over time in democratic (in 1970-75) oilmet countries
• Significantly slower democratization in oilmet countries



When does oil become important?
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Results regarding Autocracy and 
Democracy

� The resource curse is most visible in non-democratic 
states and comes primarily from oil and ores_met

� Partly this is due to NR making democratic 
development slower but there is a separate effect 
from resources on growth (not only effect through 
neg effect on dem)

� There appears to be no neg effect from resources on 
democracy for states which were democratic in the 
beginning of the period

� …so if there is no resource curse for democracies 
can there be an effect from constitutions?



� Persson and Tabellini (1998, 2003, 2004, etc)

� Electoral rules: Majoritarian vs Proportional rules (pre 
election competition) 

� Form of government: Presidential vs Parliamentary (post 
election competition

� Theoretically and empirically important differences in 
“structural policies” (public goods provision, targeted 
transfers, and - of particular interest here - political 
rents

� Stiffer political competition in Maj => less rents

� Clearer accountability in Presidential states => less rents

Form of Democracy



Differences in Form of Democracy







Results with respect to different forms 
of democracy

� In democracies natural resources appear to 
be negative ONLY in combination with a 
presidential democracy

� Only Fuels have negative effects in 
combination with Proportional electoral 
systems 



What does theory suggest?

� Presidential vs Parliamentary

� Rents are smaller under Pres as pres is more clearly 
accountable. However, Pres also has more discretion

� Interpretation of our result: If potential gains becomes 
large Pres has larger possibilities to divert rents from 
the natural resource, at least if accountability is not 
perfect.

� Presidential democracies are 0.1 points lower in polity 
on average (this does not change much over the 
period)



What does theory suggest?

� Majoritarian vs Proportional

� Majoritarian systems have stiffer electoral competition 
inducing more targeted redistribution (only to swing 
district) and also less rents. (Supply of public goods 
also smaller)

� Resource rents should hence be smaller for politicians 
under Maj, which is what we find.



Summary of results

� Resource curse driven by non-democratic 
states 

However

� In democracies there seems to be a curse 
when combined with a presidential system 
and for oil with proportional electoral 
system


